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Yi Jiang , Student Member, IEEE, Zhi-Hui Zhan , Senior Member, IEEE,
Kay Chen Tan , Fellow, IEEE, and Jun Zhang , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Evolutionary multitask optimization is an emerging
research topic that aims to solve multiple tasks simultaneously.
A general challenge in solving multitask optimization prob-
lems (MTOPs) is how to effectively transfer common knowledge
between/among tasks. However, knowledge transfer in existing
algorithms generally has two limitations. First, knowledge is only
transferred between the aligned dimensions of different tasks
rather than between similar or related dimensions. Second, the
knowledge transfer among the related dimensions belonging to
the same task is ignored. To overcome these two limitations,
this article proposes an interesting and efficient idea that divides
individuals into multiple blocks and transfers knowledge at the
block-level, called the block-level knowledge transfer (BLKT)
framework. BLKT divides the individuals of all the tasks into
multiple blocks to obtain a block-based population, where each
block corresponds to several consecutive dimensions. Similar
blocks coming from either the same task or different tasks are
grouped into the same cluster to evolve. In this way, BLKT
enables the transfer of knowledge between similar dimensions
that are originally either aligned or unaligned or belong to
either the same task or different tasks, which is more ratio-
nal. Extensive experiments conducted on CEC17 and CEC22
MTOP benchmarks, a new and more challenging compositive
MTOP test suite, and real-world MTOPs all show that the
performance of BLKT-based differential evolution (BLKT-DE) is
superior to the compared state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition,
another interesting finding is that the BLKT-DE is also promis-
ing in solving single-task global optimization problems, achieving
competitive performance with some state-of-the-art algorithms.

Index Terms—Block-level knowledge transfer (BLKT), differ-
ential evolution (DE), evolutionary computation (EC), evolution-
ary multitask optimization (EMTO).
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE EVOLUTIONARY computation (EC) algorithm is
a class of population-based optimization algorithms

inspired by the evolution and competition of natural
species [1], [2], [3]. Various kinds of EC algorithms have
been proposed in the literature, mainly including the genetic
algorithm [4], [5], [6], differential evolution (DE) [7], [8],
[9], and particle swarm optimization [10], [11], [12]. EC
algorithms have been utilized to tackle many real-world
optimization problems [13], [14], [15] and have gained signif-
icant success due to their ease of implementation and superior
efficiency [16], [17], [18].

Traditional EC algorithms are originally designed to solve
independently existing optimization problems. However, many
real-world optimization problems usually have some related
or similar optimization tasks [19], [20], [21]. With this in
mind, an emerging research trend of EC has been proposed,
called evolutionary multitask optimization (EMTO), which
aims to efficiently solve multiple tasks simultaneously by shar-
ing common knowledge among tasks [22]. Here, each task
is also an optimization problem. According to the empirical
experimental results obtained by existing EMTO algorithms,
it is apparent that improvements in both convergence speed
and solution accuracy can be achieved by sharing knowledge
among the related tasks [23].

A great challenge in solving multitask optimization prob-
lems (MTOPs) is how to effectively transfer knowledge
among tasks. Many EMTO algorithms have been proposed
to solve MTOPs with effective knowledge transfer strate-
gies. We simply classify these EMTO algorithms into
two categories based on their knowledge transfer strate-
gies. The first category is called the EMTO algorithm with
individual-level knowledge transfer strategy, which transfers
intertask knowledge through crossover or mutation opera-
tions between individuals belonging to different tasks. Some
typical EMTO algorithms with individual-level knowledge
transfer strategies include the multifactorial evolutionary
algorithm (MFEA) [24], MFEA with adaptive knowledge
transfer (MFEA-AKT) [25], MFEA-II [26], and multifac-
torial DE [27]. The second category is called the EMTO
algorithm with population-level knowledge transfer strategy,
which usually contains multiple populations, each of which
corresponds to dealing with a task. Intertask knowledge
transfer is achieved by operations, such as mapping and
shifting on the populations. For example, existing EMTO
algorithms with population-level knowledge transfer strategies
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include evolutionary multitasking via explicit autoencoding
(EMEA) [28], multifactorial DE with the aligned subspace
continuity transfer strategy (ASCMFDE) [29], and multitask-
ing genetic algorithm [30].

Although many EMTO algorithms with either individual-
level or population-level knowledge transfer strategies have
been proposed, they generally have two limitations. First,
knowledge transfer at the dimension-level or block-level (i.e., a
block contains several dimensions) is ignored. The knowledge
is only transferred between aligned dimensions (i.e., aligned
by the index) of different tasks rather than between simi-
lar or related dimensions. For example, in EMTO algorithms
with individual-level knowledge transfer strategies, such as
MFEA [24] and MFEA-II [26], the crossover operation can
only be carried out on aligned dimensions, which means that
the knowledge can only be transferred between the dimen-
sion of one task and the corresponding aligned dimensions
of other tasks. However, originally aligned dimensions of two
tasks only have the same index number, but perhaps with-
out any physical meaning. Thus, they may not be similar
or related, so knowledge transfer may be inefficient. Second,
existing EMTO algorithms almost always consider the knowl-
edge transfer between different tasks, but ignore the knowledge
transfer among similar dimensions belonging to the same
task. The dimensions coming from the same task are mutu-
ally related in many optimization problems. For example, the
optimal values of some dimensions may be the same, or
some dimensions may have the same monotonicity or physical
meaning. Although some studies implicitly noted that trans-
ferring knowledge between unaligned dimensions of the same
task can be effective [30], knowledge transfer is done between
random dimensions rather than between similar dimensions.

This article proposes an interesting and effective idea,
called block-level knowledge transfer (BLKT) framework to
overcome the above two limitations. Different from the exist-
ing individual-level knowledge transfer and population-level
knowledge transfer strategies, the BLKT is more effective
and efficient with the idea of dividing each individual with
a large number of dimensions into multiple small blocks and
transferring knowledge at the block-level. BLKT first divides
the individuals from all populations (each population corre-
sponds to solving one task) into many blocks to obtain a
block-based population (called block population). The blocks
have the same length (denoted as block length) and each block
contains a small number of consecutive dimensions of an indi-
vidual. Then, blocks are clustered via a K-means algorithm.
In this way, blocks with similar dimensions from either dif-
ferent tasks or the same task can be grouped together and the
dimensions that are similar but originally not aligned can also
be aligned in the block population. After clustering, mutation
and crossover are performed on similar blocks in each clus-
ter to enable knowledge transfer among similar dimensions
belonging to either the same task or different tasks. In addi-
tion, to achieve the best performance of BLKT, we propose a
feedback-based adaptive strategy (FAS) to dynamically adjust
the parameters (i.e., the block length and the cluster number)
in BLKT. The contributions of this article are summarized as
follows.

1) An interesting and effective BLKT is proposed to
address the limitations of existing individual-level
knowledge transfer and population-level knowledge
transfer strategies. BLKT enables common knowledge
to be transferred among similar dimensions that are orig-
inally either aligned or unaligned or belong to either the
same task or different tasks, which enhances the quality
of the transferred knowledge.

2) FAS is proposed to find the optimal parameters for
BLKT to achieve the best performance. With the help
of FAS, the parameters of BLKT can be set as relatively
optimal values to help BLKT obtain better performance.

3) We combine BLKT with DE to propose BLKT-based DE
(BLKT-DE). Extensive experiments for BLKT-DE and
several state-of-the-art EMTO algorithms are conducted
on both the benchmark MTOPs and the real-world
MTOPs. The benchmark MTOPs include two commonly
used MTOP test suites, CEC17 [31] and CEC22 [32],
and a new and challenging compositive MTOP (cMTOP)
test suite [33]. Real-world MTOPs include the multitask
planar kinematic arm control problems with different
numbers of tasks [34], [35]. Experimental results indi-
cate that BLKT-DE shows superior performance to the
state-of-the-art algorithms on three MTOP test suites
with up to 29 problems and a real-world MTOP appli-
cation scenario. This shows that the idea of transferring
knowledge at the block-level is effective and efficient.

4) To evaluate whether the knowledge transfer between
dimensions belonging to the same task is also effec-
tive, we further use BLKT for solving single-task global
optimization problems and perform experimental val-
idation on CEC2017 [36] and CEC2022 [37] single-
objective global optimization benchmarks. Interestingly,
BLKT-DE with only a simple DE/rand/1 mutation oper-
ation achieves generally better or at least competitive
performance to several compared state-of-the-art algo-
rithms, even though those compared algorithms use
adaptive parameter strategies and/or additional com-
plex evolutionary operations. This shows that BLKT
is a general framework for transferring knowledge that
helps not only multitask optimization but also single-task
optimization.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
description and related works of EMTO, as well as the moti-
vation of this article, are given in Section II. The BLKT-DE is
described in Section III. The experimental studies are provided
in Section IV. Section V concludes this article.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. EMTO

Inspired by the human brain’s ability to process things in
parallel, EMTO aims to handle numerous optimization tasks
simultaneously in a single run of the algorithm [22], [38].
Solving similar optimization tasks by sharing common knowl-
edge can improve the algorithm’s efficiency, as intrinsic
correlations and similarities generally exist among real-
world optimization problems. The corresponding optimization
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problem of EMTO is called MTOP. Specifically, the
optimization goal of solving an MTOP with m minimization
tasks is to find each task Tt an optimal solution xt, which
satisfies

xt = argmin(ft(Xt)), t = 1, 2, . . . , m (1)

where ft(.) indicates the objective function of the t-th task. In
MTOP, each task is an optimization problem and can be solely
solved.

In the tasks of MTOP, the search spaces of different dimen-
sions are usually different. For the convenience of knowledge
transfer among different tasks, all the dimensions are nor-
malized and encoded in the unified search space [0, 1].
Specifically, let xj

t stands for the jth dimension of xt in the
original search space, the process of encoding xj

t as yj
t in the

unified search space is shown as

yj
t = xj

t − Lj
t

Uj
t − Lj

t

(2)

where Ui
t and Li

t stand for the upper bound and lower bound
of the jth dimension in task Tt, respectively. Also, the solution
xt in the original search space can be decoded from yt via

xj
t = yj

t ·
(

Uj
t − Lj

t

)
+ Lj

t. (3)

During the evolution, each individual is encoded in the uni-
fied search space [0, 1]D and is decoded into the original
search space via (3) when evaluating the fitness.

B. Related Work

Since common knowledge is likely to exist between similar
tasks, populations, individuals, and dimensions, transferring
knowledge among similar tasks, populations, individuals, and
dimensions can be more effective and is more likely to bet-
ter solve the tasks. However, in many MTOPs, the tasks are
usually not similar to each other. Therefore, the difficulty of
transferring knowledge among these tasks is how to extract
useful knowledge from relatively dissimilar tasks and use this
knowledge to enhance evolution. Many knowledge transfer
strategies have been proposed to transfer effective knowledge
among similar populations and similar individuals. We simply
classify the existing EMTO algorithms into two categories:
1) EMTO algorithms with individual-level knowledge trans-
fer strategies and 2) EMTO algorithms with population-level
knowledge transfer strategies.

Generally, in EMTO algorithms with individual-level
knowledge transfer strategies, individuals of different tasks are
placed in the same population and knowledge transfer across
tasks is achieved via crossover and mutation operations on
individuals. For instance, Gupta et al. [24] proposed the idea of
multifactorial optimization and incorporated it with the evolu-
tionary algorithm to propose MFEA. The individuals of differ-
ent tasks are put into a population and knowledge is transferred
between aligned dimensions by crossover. Zhou et al. [25]
proposed an MFEA-AKT, which adaptively selected the best
one among four different knowledge transfer strategies to
effectively transfer knowledge. Bali et al. [26] extended

MFEA to MFEA-II, where a matrix was kept to represent
the transfer parameters and was adaptively updated to effec-
tively transfer knowledge in each generation. Gupta et al. [39]
extended MFEA for solving multiobjective MTOPs to pro-
pose the MO-MFEA algorithm. Following MO-MFEA, other
individual-level knowledge transfer strategies were proposed
to solve multiobjective MTOPs, such as the two-stage assor-
tative mating-based MO-MFEA [40] and MO-MFEA-II [41].
Wang et al. [42] proposed a domain adaptation-based mapping
strategy, which can reduce the difference between individuals
to benefit the interindividual knowledge transfer. In solv-
ing multiobjective MTOPs, Liang et al. [43] proposed a
multiobjective MFEA with self-adaptive DE, where a subspace
alignment strategy was designed to map the individuals for dif-
ferent tasks in an aligned space to achieve effective knowledge
transfer. Ji et al. [44] transformed the expensive multimodal
optimization problems into an MTOP and proposed a transfer-
based multitasking niche PSO, where the knowledge was
transferred among particles to help find multiple optima. In
addition, some studies applied the EMTO algorithms with
individual-level knowledge transfer strategies in solving the
challenging real-world optimization problem. For example,
Feng et al. [45] applied the idea of EMTO to solve the vehi-
cle routing problem with occasional drivers. Liu et al. [46]
introduced a MO-MTO algorithm to efficiently solve the
electric power dispatch problem. These existing individual-
level knowledge transfer strategies are effective in transferring
knowledge among individuals whose aligned dimensions are
similar or contain useful knowledge.

In the EMTO algorithm with population-level knowledge
transfer strategies, individuals of different tasks are placed in
different populations and the intertask knowledge is transferred
from one population to the other population. Feng et al. [28]
first introduced the idea of explicit knowledge transfer and
proposed the EMEA. In EMEA, the knowledge of one pop-
ulation is explicitly mapped into another population via an
autoencoder. Liang et al. [47] proposed a multisource knowl-
edge transfer strategy to transfer knowledge among popula-
tions. Zhou et al. [48] proposed a kernelized autoencoding
strategy to nonlinearly transfer knowledge among the tasks.
Li et al. [49] proposed a meta-knowledge transfer-based DE,
where a meta-knowledge transfer strategy is designed to trans-
fer knowledge between shifted populations. Jiang et al. [50]
proposed a bi-objective knowledge transfer framework that
can accurately measure intertask similarity via a bi-objective
measurement and effectively transfer knowledge between sim-
ilar populations. Wu et al. [51] proposed an orthogonal
learning knowledge transfer strategy, which showed encour-
aging performance in interpopulation knowledge transfer.
In another study, Wu et al. [52] proposed a transferable
adaptive DE, which measured the intertask similarity via
shift invariant and transferred the knowledge of successful
parameters among similar tasks. For solving multiobjective
MTOPs, Lin et al. [53] proposed an effective knowledge
transfer strategy, which selected several solutions from the
other populations based on the Euclidean distance as the
transferred knowledge. Wu et al. [54] proposed a diversi-
fied knowledge transfer strategy, which aimed to expand the
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the knowledge transfer between two individuals x and
y, which belong to two different tasks. (a) Knowledge can only be transferred
between aligned dimensions. (b) Suppose the fifth dimension of x is simi-
lar to the second dimension of y. But they are not aligned. (c) In the block
population, unaligned but similar dimensions of x and y can transfer knowl-
edge. (d) Suppose the second and the fifth dimensions of x are similar, these
two unaligned similar dimensions belonging to the same task can transfer
knowledge.

transferred knowledge diversity. Additionally, several EMTO
algorithms with population-level knowledge transfer strate-
gies were proposed to solve real-world MTOPs, such as the
vehicle routing problem [20] and the fuzzy system design
problem [30]. The advantage of the existing population-level
knowledge transfer strategies is that they can put the pop-
ulations of different tasks into similar regions by shifting or
mapping operations and, thus, can achieve effective knowledge
transfer among these populations.

C. Motivation

In most of the existing EMTO algorithms with either
individual- or population-level knowledge transfer strategies,
the knowledge transfer only occurs on the aligned dimen-
sions according to the index. However, in many real-world
applications, the index-based aligned dimensions are hardly
similar. Transferring knowledge among dissimilar dimen-
sions is not effective enough, or can even cause negative
knowledge transfer and slow down the search speed. This
motivates us to propose BLKT to achieve effective and
positive knowledge transfer among similar but unaligned
dimensions.

For example, as shown in Fig. 1, there are two individ-
uals x and y that belong to two different tasks. Individual
x has seven dimensions, while individual y has five dimen-
sions. The dimensions of x and y are colored green and
yellow, respectively. The white grids indicate the padded
dimensions, which make x and y have equal dimensionality.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), knowledge transfer can only occur
between aligned dimensions, such as the first dimension of
x and the first dimension of y. However, if the fifth dimen-
sion of x is similar to the second dimension of y, as shown in

Fig. 1(b), evolving these two dimensions together can better
share common knowledge as knowledge transfer is more effec-
tive between similar dimensions. Because the fifth dimension
of x is not originally aligned to the second dimension of y, if
the knowledge transfer strategy that only transfers knowledge
between aligned dimensions is applied, knowledge transfer
between the fifth dimension of x and the second dimension
of y can never occur.

As a result, the first motivation for proposing BLKT is
to achieve knowledge transfer between unaligned dimensions
to fill the research gap in existing EMTO algorithms. To
effectively transfer knowledge between similar but unaligned
dimensions belonging to different tasks, we divide individuals
into several blocks of the same size and transfer knowledge
between these blocks. As shown in Fig. 1(c), if x and y are
divided into blocks of length three, then the fifth dimension
of x and the second dimension of y are aligned in the block
population (i.e., the second dimension of the block blockx2
is aligned with the second dimension of the block blocky1).
Knowledge transfer at the block-level can be achieved via
crossover and mutation of the block population. This way,
knowledge is transferred between these unaligned similar
dimensions of two different tasks.

The second motivation for the study is to effectively trans-
fer knowledge between similar dimensions from the same task.
In most of the current existing EC algorithms (not only the
EMTO algorithms), the dimensions are optimized indepen-
dently within the same task [55], [56], [57]. However, there
may exist correlations between certain dimensions of the same
task. For example, several similar dimensions may have the
same optimal value, the same monotonicity, or similar physical
meanings. By introducing additional knowledge, transferring
knowledge among these similar dimensions rather than evolv-
ing them independently can enhance the efficiency of the
search for the global optimum. As illustrated in Fig. 1(d), sup-
pose the second and fifth dimensions of x are similar, these
two similar dimensions are aligned in the block population by
dividing x into several blocks of size three. In this way, knowl-
edge can be transferred among similar dimensions to improve
search efficiency.

III. BLKT-DE

A. General Framework

In this section, we integrate BLKT with DE to propose
BLKT-DE to describe how to combine BLKT with EC algo-
rithms to solve MTOPs. The pseudocode of BLKT-DE is given
in Algorithm 1. For an MTOP with m tasks, BLKT-DE main-
tains m populations, each of which corresponds to solving a
task.

First, each population containing n individuals is randomly
initialized. The cluster size K and block length B are integers
that are randomly selected in [Kmin, Kmax] and [Bmin, Bmax],
respectively. Then, in the main loop of BLKT-DE, BLKT is
executed to transfer knowledge among similar blocks to gen-
erate n offspring for each population, which is detailed in
Section III-B. Next, in line 6, we adopt the DE/rand/1 mutation
and crossover to evolve individuals in the same population,
which also generates n offspring. After that, BLKT-DE selects
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Algorithm 1: BLKT-DE for MTOP
Input: T1, T2,..., Tm-the MTOP with m tasks;

n-population size;
Kmin, Kmax-minimum and maximum values for
cluster number K;
Bmin, Bmax -minimum and maximum values for
block length B;

Output: S1, S2,..., Sm-the optimal solutions for tasks T1,
T2, . . . , Tm;

Begin
1 Initialization populations P1, P2, . . . , Pm;
2 Randomly sample K and B in [Kmin, Kmax] and

[Bmin, Bmax];
3 While not termination
4 Generate n offspring of each population via BLKT as

Fig. 3;
5 For each population Pi

6 Generate n offspring via DE/rand/1 mutation and
crossover;

7 Randomly select n offspring of BLKT and DE;
8 Evaluate the fitness of the selected n offspring;
9 Select n fitter solutions from n parents and n

offspring;
10 End For
11 If none of the best solutions in all populations are

updated
12 Randomly sample K and B in [Kmin, Kmax] and

[Bmin, Bmax];
13 Else
14 Randomly sample K and B in [K-1, K+1] and

[B-1, B+1];
15 End If
16 End While
17 Set Si as the optimal solution of Ti, where

i = 1, 2,. . . , m;
End

n offspring randomly from the 2n offspring that are generated
by BLKT and DE. Then, the selected n offspring are evaluated.
Selection is carried out on these n evaluated offspring and
the n parents in the current population to choose the fitter n
individuals as the population in the next generation (i.e., line
9). Finally, in lines 11–15, we design a simple but effective
parameter adjustment strategy, called FAS, to dynamically and
adaptively control K and B. The idea of FAS can be briefly
introduced as follows: if the current settings for K and B
cannot improve the best solution in any population, then we
randomly reinitialize them since the current parameters are far
from optimal; otherwise, if the current settings for K and B
can improve at least one of the best solutions, then we just
add a slight change to the values of K and B, which randomly
samples K and B from [K–1, K+1] and [B–1, B+1], respec-
tively. The flowchart of BLKT-DE for solving MTOPs with
two tasks is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that, we color the off-
spring generated by BLKT in pink and the offspring generated
by DE in yellow for clarity.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of BLKT-DE for solving MTOPs with two tasks.

B. BLKT

To describe BLKT more intuitively, the process of BLKT
for solving MTOPs with two tasks is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
individuals of two populations P1 and P2 corresponding to
the two tasks are colored green and yellow and have seven
and five dimensions, respectively. The BLKT process includes
five steps: 1) divide; 2) get block population; 3) K-means
clustering; 4) mutation and crossover; and 5) reconstruct.

In the first step, the individuals in P1 and P2 are divided
into several blocks with lengths of B. Note that the block
length B is an integer that is dynamically adjusted in the value
range [Bmin, Bmax] through FAS, which is introduced later
in Section III-C. Herein, for convenience, the value of B is
set as three in the example of Fig. 3. As neither seven nor
five is a multiple of three, the last block of each individual
is padded with zeros (i.e., dimensions colored in white) to
make its length equal to three. Generally, if the individual’s
last block has a length less than B, this block will be padded
with zeros to make its length equal to B. In total, w blocks
will be formed with

w =
m∑

t=1

⌈
Dt

B

⌉
· n (4)

where m indicates the number of tasks, Dt is the number of
dimensions of the t-th task, and n is the population size.

Then, in the second step, all the blocks from either P1 or
P2 are gathered together to form a block population. Dividing
the individuals and gathering the blocks into a block popula-
tion can benefit knowledge transfer from two aspects. First,
enabling unaligned dimensions that come from different tasks
to share common knowledge. As illustrated in Fig. 3, although
the two blocks block2 and blockw−2 are from two different
tasks and are originally unaligned, they can be aligned in the
block population and knowledge can be transferred between
them via mutation and crossover operations. Second, we
enable unaligned dimensions that belong to the same tasks to
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Fig. 3. BLKT process for solving MTOPs with two tasks.

share common knowledge. For example, although block1 and
block2 correspond to different dimensions of the same task,
the knowledge can be transferred between them via mutation
and crossover operations. As stated in Section II-C, since the
dimensions belonging to the same task may have intrinsic cor-
relations, sharing knowledge between these dimensions can
help efficiently locate the global optimum.

In the third step, K-means clustering is executed to cluster
similar blocks together, as the knowledge transfer is more effi-
cient on similar blocks. In Fig. 3, the notation Ck indicates the
kth block cluster. The advantage of dividing the block popula-
tion into several clusters can be described as follows. First, not
only similar blocks from different tasks but also those from the
same task can be put into the same cluster to achieve positive
knowledge transfer. Second, the blocks that are not similar are
placed in different clusters, which helps to avoid the negative
knowledge transfer among irrelated blocks. In the K-means
algorithm, the cluster number K is adaptively selected from
the interval [Kmin, Kmax] via FAS.

Then, in the fourth step, mutation and crossover operations
are performed in each cluster to effectively transfer knowledge
among similar blocks. Specifically, the DE/rand/1 mutation
operation and binomial crossover operation [58], [59] are
adopted to generate block offspring of blocki (1 ≤ i ≤ w),
which are, respectively, shown as

vi = blockr1 + F × (blockr2 − blockr3) (5)

ui,j =
{

vi,j, if rand < CR or j = jrand
blocki,j, otherwise

(6)

where r1, r2, and r3 are indexes of three mutually exclusive
blocks randomly selected from the cluster of blocki. F and CR
are the amplifier factor and the crossover rate, respectively.
jrand is a randomly selected dimension. Note that, the above
mutation and crossover operations are not carried out if the
size of the cluster is smaller than three.

After the mutation and crossover operations, in the fifth
step, offspring blocks are put into the corresponding dimen-
sions to reconstruct offspring individuals. Offspring block u1
serves as an example, its parental block block1 corresponds to
the first three dimensions of individual x1, and, thus, the off-
spring block u1 is used to replace the first three dimensions of
individual x1. As seen in Fig. 3, some dimensions of the off-
spring are colored in different colors from those in the original
population, which means the knowledge is transferred among
similar dimensions of either the same task or different tasks.

C. FAS

In the BLKT, two parameters, that is, block length B and
cluster number K, are introduced, whose values can influence

the performance of BLKT. If B and K are both set as the
optimal values, BLKT will show better performance. However,
the optimal settings of B and K depend on the population
distribution of each task, which is dynamically changed in
every generation. In other words, the optimal settings of B
and K are different in different generations.

To obtain the optimal settings of B and K in every gener-
ation, FAS is proposed to adaptively control the parameters
according to the feedback of performance. The basic idea of
FAS is simple yet effective: if the current settings of B and K
show relatively good performance, that is, achieving improve-
ment on at least one task, then it indicates that the optimal
settings of B and K in the next generation may be close to
those in the current generation. In this case, a slight adjustment
is performed on K and B, which is shown as

{
B = randInt([B − 1, B + 1])
K = randInt([K − 1, K + 1])

(7)

where the function randInt(.) generates a random integer from
a given interval.

Otherwise, if the current settings of B and K show rela-
tively worse performance, that is, getting nonimprovement on
all the tasks, the optimal settings of B and K in the next gen-
eration will be far away from those in the current generation.
Therefore, we reinitialize the two parameters in their value
ranges as follows:

{
B = randInt([Bmin, Bmax])
K = randInt([Kmin, Kmax]).

(8)

Note that the initial values of B and K are also sampled
via (8).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
BLKT, five experiments are designed in this section. First,
we compare the performance of BLKT-DE and several state-
of-the-art EMTO algorithms on the widely used CEC17 and
CEC22 MTOP benchmarks. Second, we conduct a compari-
son on a novel and more challenging MTOP benchmark to
further show BLKT-DE’s effectiveness and efficiency. Third,
we evaluate the performance of BLKT-DE with different value
ranges of the parameters B and K, give the optimal set-
tings of the value ranges and analyze the effect of the FAS.
Fourth, we design a comparison of BLKT-DE and the BLKT-
DE variant without K-means to evaluate the effect of the
K-means algorithm and to validate that knowledge transfer
among similar dimensions is more effective than knowledge
transfer among dissimilar dimensions. Fifth, we conduct exper-
iments on the multitask planar kinematic arm control problems
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Illustration of a multitask planar kinematic arm control problem with
two tasks. (a) Task 1. (b) Task 2.

with different numbers of tasks to show the effectiveness
and efficiency of BLKT-DE in solving real-world MTOPs.
Sixth, to show the effects of knowledge transfer among
similar dimensions belonging to the same task, we use BLKT-
DE to solve the single-task global optimization problems in
the CEC17 and CEC22 single-objective global optimization
benchmarks and compare the performance of BLKT-DE and
several state-of-the-art DE-based algorithms.

A. Benchmark Functions

Two MTOP Benchmarks, CEC17M and CEC22M: First, the
experiments are conducted on the commonly used CEC17 and
CEC22 MTOP test suites. For convenience, we use CEC17M
and CEC22M to denote the CEC17 MTOP and the CEC22
MTOP benchmarks, respectively. In CEC17M, there are nine
MTOP instances. In CEC22M, there are ten complex MTOP
instances. The detailed properties of CEC17M and CEC22M
can be found in [31] and [32].

A New and More Challenging MTOP Benchmark, cMTOP:
We conduct experiments on the more challenging cMTOP
benchmark [33]. There are ten instances in cMTOP, each of
which contains two tasks. Each task is a compositive function
composed of at least one basic function. Solving cMTOP is
more difficult. First, the global optima of the tasks are not
all zeros and the optimal values of any two aligned dimen-
sions are not the same. Second, each two aligned dimensions
in cMTOP have irrelated physical meanings as these dimen-
sions are from different basic functions. Third, the two tasks
in each cMTOP instance have different dimensions. To solve
the cMTOP, the algorithm is required to have a smart ability
to transfer knowledge between similar dimensions rather than
only between aligned dimensions.

Real-World MTOPs: Third, comparisons are made on
several multitask planar kinematic arm control prob-
lems [34], [35] with different numbers of tasks to assess
the performance of BLKT-DE in solving real-world MTOPs.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a two-task planar kinematic arm
control problem. Here, the objective of each task is to find a
set of optimal angles (i.e., α1, α2, . . . , αd) of all joints to min-
imize Euclidean distance between the tip of the arm (i.e., PD)

and the target (i.e., T). The objective function of the t-th task
is shown as

ft
(
α1, α2, . . . , αd,

[
Lt, αt

max

]) = ‖PD − T‖ (9)

where Lt and αt
max denote the total length of the arms and

the maximum range of the angles, respectively. As in [34]

and [35], multiple different tasks are created by taking differ-
ent values of Lt and αt

max. The position of the target is set as
[0.5, 0.5]. Five multitask planar kinematic arm control prob-
lems with different numbers of tasks are created (i.e., 2-tasks,
5-tasks, 10-tasks, 50-tasks, and 100-tasks). The number of
dimensions (i.e., the number of joints) of each task is set as 20.

Two Single-Task Global Optimization Benchmarks, CEC17S
and CEC22S: To evaluate the performance of BLKT-DE in
solving single-task global optimization problems, the CEC17
and CEC22 single-objective global optimization benchmarks,
which are denoted as CEC17S and CEC22S, respectively, are
used in comparison. There are 29 global optimization problems
in CEC17S, and 12 global optimization problems in CEC22S.
The properties of CEC17S and CEC22S can be found in [36]
and [37], respectively.

B. Compared Algorithms and Parameter Settings

First, for the experiments conducted on MTOP bench-
marks (i.e., CEC17M and cMTOP), the proposed BLKT-DE
is compared with four state-of-the-art EMTO algorithms:
1) MFEA-AKT [25]; 2) MFEA-II [26]; 3) EMEA [28]; and
4) ASCMFDE [29]. The parameter settings of BLKT-DE and
the compared algorithms are summarized as follows.

1) Simulated binary crossover [60] and polynomial muta-
tion [61] in MFEA-AKT, MFEA-II, and EMEA: ηc =
2, ηm = 5.

2) F and CR in DE of EMEA, ASCMFDE, and BLKT-DE:
F = 0.5, CR = 0.7. Note that the F and CR in (5) and (6)
also adopt these two values.

3) Value Ranges of B and K in BLKT-DE: [Bmin, Bmax]
= [1, min(D1, D2)], [Kmin, Kmax] = [2, n/2], where
min(D1, D2) indicates the smaller one of the dimension
number of the first task D1 and the dimension number
of the second task D2.

4) Population Size: n = 100 for EMEA, ASCMFDE, and
BLKT-DE, and n = 200 for MFEA-AKT and MFEA-II.

5) Maximum Function Evaluations: MaxFEs = 200 000.
6) The parameters whose values are not given are set as

the optimal settings given in the corresponding papers.
Second, for the experiments conducted on the single-task

global optimization benchmarks (i.e., CEC17S and CEC22S),
BLKT-DE is compared with four state-of-the-art DE-based
algorithms for single-task global optimization: 1) JADE [62];
2) hybrid-adaptive DE with a decay function (HyDE-DF) [63];
3) DE with difference vector reuse (DE-DVR) [64]; and
4) adaptive distributed DE (ADDE) [65]. The parameter set-
tings of BLKT-DE and the compared algorithms for solving
the CEC17S and CEC22S problems are shown as follows.

1) F and CR in DE: F = 0.5, CR = 0.9.
2) Value Ranges of B and K in BLKT-DE: [Bmin, Bmax] =

[1, D], [Kmin, Kmax] = [2, n/2].
3) Population Size: n = 100.
4) Maximum Function Evaluations: MaxFEs = 10000 × D,

where D is the number of dimensions.
5) Number of Dimensions: D = 50 for CEC17S and

D = 20 for CEC22S.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY BLKT-DE AND THE COMPARED EMTO ALGORITHMS ON CEC17M AND CEC22M

6) The remaining parameters are set as the same as those
in the corresponding papers.

Each algorithm is executed for 30 independent runs to
obtain the experimental results. To evaluate the experimental
results from the statistical view, Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test [66]
at α = 0.05 is adopted. The notations “+ / ≈ / −” indi-
cate that the results obtained by BLKT-DE are “significantly
superior/equal/significantly inferior” to those obtained by the
compared algorithm based on Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test.

C. Comparison on CEC17M and CEC22M

The experimental results for mean fitness obtained by
BLKT-DE, MFEA-AKT, MFEA-II, EMEA, and ASCMFDE
on CEC17M and CEC22M are listed in Table I. The best
experimental result is marked in boldface for each task.
According to the results of Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, on
the CEC17M and CEC22M benchmarks, BLKT-DE generally
outperforms the compared state-of-the-art algorithms. For the
19 total MTOPs, for task 1, BLKT-DE outperforms MFEA-
AKT, MFEA-II, EMEA, and ASCMFDE on 12, 8, 12, and 16
tasks, respectively, and is only worse on 3, 3, 2, and 1 tasks,
respectively. For task 2, BLKT-DE outperforms MFEA-AKT,
MFEA-II, EMEA, and ASCMFDE on 14, 9, 17, and 12
tasks, respectively. It indicates that when dealing with MTOPs
where similar dimensions are not aligned, BLKT-DE performs
significantly better than these compared algorithms.

In addition, to study the convergence behavior of BLKT-
DE and the compared algorithms, their convergence curves on
two representative problems of CEC17M and CEC22M are
illustrated in Fig. 5, which are CEC17M-P8 and CEC22M-P6.
First, as shown in Fig. 5(a), in both task 1 and task 2 of
CEC17M-P8, the convergence speed of BLKT-DE is rela-
tively faster than that of other algorithms. Second, as shown in
Fig. 5(b), in both task 1 and task 2 of CEC22M-P6 although
the convergence speed of BLKT-DE is slightly slower than
that of MFEA-II and MFEA-AKT in the previous generations,

(b)

(a)

Fig. 5. Convergence curves obtained by BLKT-DE and compared algorithms
on two representative MTOPs in CEC17M. (a) CEC17M-P8. (b) CEC22M-P6.

BLKT-DE obtains better final results than all the compared
algorithms.

D. Comparison on cMTOP

The experimental results obtained by BLKT-DE, MFEA-
AKT, MFEA-II, EMEA, and ASCMFDE on the ten MTOPs
of cMTOP are listed in Table II. In cMTOP, aligned dimen-
sions are generally dissimilar, so the MTOPs of cMTOP are
relatively challenging. Therefore, it can be observed that the
knowledge transfer of the compared algorithm on most of
the problems is less effective than that on CEC17M. On
cMTOP-P1, for example, ASCMFDE performs well in task
1 but performs poorly in task 2. This is because in cMTOP,
similar dimensions are more likely to be unaligned, and
the knowledge transfer strategies of the compared algorithms
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY BLKT-DE AND THE COMPARED EMTO ALGORITHMS ON CMTOP

are insufficiently effective. Unlike the compared algorithms,
BLKT-DE shows good performance in cMTOP. Considering
the results of Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, BLKT-DE outper-
forms MFEA-AKT, MFEA-II, EMEA, and ASCMFDE on 19,
15, 18, and 12 tasks out of the 20 tasks, respectively.

In addition, the convergence curves obtained by BLKT-DE
and the compared algorithms on four representative prob-
lems are illustrated in Fig. 6. The four representative problems
are cMTOP-P1, cMTOP-P3, cMTOP-P6, and cMTOP-P10.
The convergence trends of BLKT-DE on the two tasks of
each problem in cMTOP-P1, cMTOP-P3, and cMTOP-P10
are similar, which indicates that effective knowledge trans-
fer in BLKT-DE helps to solve both tasks simultaneously and
efficiently. However, the compared algorithms may become
trapped in the local optima and their convergence curves
tend to stagnate. In cMTOP-P1 task 2, for example, whereas
ASCMFDE exhibits outstanding convergence behavior in
task 1, its convergence curve tends to stagnate in task 2.
Between the 300th and 600th generations, BLKT-DE tends
to jump out of the local optima and produces the best final
results in cMTOP-P8 task 2.

We can draw three conclusions based on the analysis above.
First, the accuracy of BLKT-DE’s solutions on all tasks is
generally superior to that of the state-of-the-art compared
algorithms for most MTOPs, notably on challenging MTOPs.
Second, BLKT-DE’s intertask knowledge transfer is effective,
allowing the algorithm to perform well in the tasks of the
cMTOP. Third, BLKT-DE can obtain extra knowledge due to
knowledge transfer between similar dimensions and hence is
more likely to jump out of the local optima.

E. Analysis of FAS

1) Parameter Analysis: In BLKT-DE, the two parameters,
block length B and cluster size K, are controlled via FAS
in the value ranges [Bmin, Bmax] and [Kmin, Kmax], respec-
tively. The two lower bounds Bmin and Kmin are set to 1
and 2, respectively, since the length of each block is at least
one and the number of block subpopulations is at least two.
In the above experiments, the two upper bounds Bmax and
Kmax are manually set to min(D1, D2) and n/2, respectively,
where D1, D2, and n denote the number of dimensions of
the first task, the number of dimensions of the second task,
and the population size, respectively. However, first, these two

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Convergence curves obtained by BLKT-DE and compared algorithms
on four representative MTOPs in cMTOP. (a) cMTOP-P1. (b) cMTOP-P3.
(c) cMTOP-P6. (d) cMTOP-P10.

manually set parameters may greatly affect the performance
of BLKT-DE, in other words, BLKT-DE may be sensitive to
these two parameter settings. Second, to bring out the best
performance of BLKT-DE, we also need to determine the
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optimal settings of Bmax and Kmax. Therefore, it is necessary to
test the performance of BLKT-DE under different parameter
settings. For the convenience of description, two additional
parameters are introduced, here, to replace Bmax and Kmax,
which are named HB and HK , respectively. Bmax and Kmax are
calculated via Bmax = min(D1, D2)/HB and Kmax = n/HK ,
respectively. In this way, the problem of finding the optimal
settings of Bmax and Kmax can be transformed into the problem
of finding the optimal settings of HB and HK .

Nine BLKT-DE variants with different combinations of HB

and HK are designed according to three different HB settings
(i.e., HB= 1, 2, and 4) and three different HK settings (i.e.,
HK= 1, 2, and 4). We record the performance of the nine
BLKT-DE variants on all 10 cMTOPs in Table S.I of the sup-
plemental material due to space limitation. The number of
best (denoted as NoB) and the mean rank (denoted as MR)
are presented. The experimental results for either NoB or MR
show that BLKT-DE with [HB, HK] = [1], [2] can achieve the
best performance. Therefore, HB and HK are set as 1 and 2,
respectively, which indicates Bmax and Kmax are recommended
to be set as min(D1, D2) and n/2, respectively.

2) Effect of FAS: FAS enables the values of K and B to be
adaptively adjusted according to their performance. To analyze
the effect of FAS, several BLKT-DE variants with fixed values
of K and B are designed and compared with BLKT-DE. These
twelve BLKT-DE variants are combined by taking K = 1, 2,
or 5 and B = 2, 5, 10, and 20.

The numbers of + / ≈ / − obtained by comparing BLKT-
DE and these BLKT-DE variants with fixed K and B on task 1
and task 2 of cMTOP are shown in Tables S.II and S.III of the
supplemental material, respectively. According to the results,
BLKT-DE with FAS generally outperforms these BLKT-DE
variants with fixed K and B. Specifically, the results of BLKT-
DE are significantly better than those of the BLKT-DE variants
in more than eight tasks over the total ten tasks on either task
1 or task 2. These experimental results indicate that FAS can
obtain the relatively optimal values of K and B. Therefore, the
FAS is necessary for obtaining the optimal performance of the
BLKT framework.

F. Discussion on BLKT

This section discusses when and how using BLKT is
effective. The effects of BLKT can be theoretically ana-
lyzed according to the genetic schema theorem [67], [68]. In
MTOPs, promising schemas of different tasks and the same
task can have several similar dimensions. On the one hand,
the block in BLKT seems similar to the building block in
the building block hypothesis of the genetic schema theorem.
This is because the optimal solution is composed of several
promising building blocks according to the building block
hypothesis and the BLKT is executed on the blocks. On the
other hand, different from the building block hypothesis, the
blocks in BLKT are transferred from different tasks or even
from unaligned dimensions. Therefore, we will further discuss
the effects of BLKT to investigate when and how to transfer
blocks that are effective and efficient.

1) Discussion on When to Transfer Blocks: It is important
to further analyze when the transfer of the blocks among tasks
would improve the quality of solutions. In the standard BLKT-
DE, knowledge is transferred among tasks via BLKT in every
generation. Suppose the BLKT framework is executed in every
few generation gaps, and the population can only obtain some
knowledge from other tasks. If the population converges to a
local optimum, it is hard to jump out of the local optimum
without the knowledge of the other tasks as the converged
population cannot obtain sufficient knowledge. Therefore, it
is intuitive to transfer knowledge in every generation via the
BLKT framework.

In addition, to analyze when to transfer blocks via experi-
ments, we compare the standard BLKT-DE with four BLKT-
DE variants. In these BLKT-DE variants, BLKT is executed in
several generation gaps to transfer intertask knowledge. These
four BLKT-DE variants include BLKT-DE-G2, BLKT-DE-
G5, BLKT-DE-G10, and BLKT-DE-G20, whose generation
gaps are 2, 5, 10, and 20, respectively. By comparing the
performance of BLKT-DE and these variants, we can deter-
mine when to transfer blocks is more effective.

The experimental results obtained by BLKT-DE and four
variants on the cMTOP test suite are shown in Table S.IV of
the supplementary material. According to the results, we can
find that the standard BLKT-DE generally outperforms these
variants. In most cMTOP tasks, BLKT-DE achieves the best
performance. In addition, the convergence curves on cMTOP-
P3 and cMTOP-P7 are shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary
material. Another observation that can be found according to
the results of the table and figure is that the performance of
these BLKT-DE variants gradually decreases as the genera-
tion gaps increase. Therefore, we can conclude that executing
BLKT for knowledge transfer in every generation is the
optimal strategy.

2) Discussion on How to Transfer Blocks: Analyzing how
the transfer of the blocks among tasks would improve the
quality of solutions has two important parts. The first is to
analyze whether knowledge transfer among similar dimensions
is more effective than knowledge transfer among dissimilar
dimensions. The second is to analyze whether the intertask
knowledge transfer is more effective.

First, to analyze whether knowledge transfer among similar
dimensions is more effective than knowledge transfer among
dissimilar dimensions, we design a BLKT-DE variant without
the K-means algorithm, namely BLKT-DE-w/o-km. In BLKT,
similar blocks are clustered together via the K-means algo-
rithm. If the K-means is eliminated the knowledge can be
transferred among either similar or dissimilar dimensions.

The comparison between BLKT-DE and BLKT-DE-w/o-km
is conducted on both CEC17M and cMTOP. The summarized
results for the number of tasks where the BLKT-DE is “supe-
rior/equal/inferior” to the BLKT-DE-w/o-km are provided in
Table S.V of the supplemental material. In the results, BLKT-
DE generally outperforms BLKT-DE-w/o-km in CEC17M and
cMTOP. Specifically, BLKT-DE outperforms BLKT-DE-w/o-
km on 17 tasks on CEC17M, while BLKT-DE outperforms
BLKT-DE-w/o-km on 18 tasks on cMTOP. Additionally, we
plot the convergence curves on CEC17M-P5 and cMTOP-P8
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in Fig. S2. The convergence speed of BLKT-DE is faster
than that of BLKT-DE-w/o-km. Therefore, we can con-
clude that knowledge transfer among similar dimensions is
more effective than knowledge transfer among dissimilar
dimensions.

Second, to analyze whether the intertask knowledge trans-
fer is more effective, we design a BLKT-DE variant without
intertask knowledge transfer, namely BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT. In
BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT, the BLKT framework is carried out to
only transfer intratask knowledge. Specifically, the block in
task A can only evolve with the blocks that also come from
task A. Therefore, the BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT can only transfer
intratask knowledge rather than intertask knowledge.

The experimental results obtained by BLKT-DE and BLKT-
DE-w/o-IKT on cMTOP are shown in Table S.VI of the
supplemental material. Additionally, the convergence curves
obtained by these two algorithms on cMTOP-P3 and cMTOP-
P7 are shown in Fig. S3. According to the experimental results,
BLKT-DE generally outperforms BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT. In all 20
tasks, BLKT-DE is superior to BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT in eight
tasks, while BLKT-DE is inferior to BLKT-DE-w/o-IKT in
only two tasks. Therefore, it can be concluded that intertask
knowledge transfer is important and BLKT can effectively
transfer knowledge among tasks.

G. Comparison on Real-World MTOPs

1) Comparison on Real-World MTOPs With Few-Tasks:
On multitask planar kinematic arm control problems with
few-tasks (i.e., 2-tasks, 5-tasks, and 10-tasks), the compared
algorithms include MFEA-AKT, MFEA-II, adaptive evolution-
ary multitask optimization (AEMTO) [34], and ASCMFDE. In
the experiment, the population size corresponding to each task
is set as 100 and the number of generations is set as 100 for
each algorithm. Since the scales of the fitness values of dif-
ferent tasks are different, the normalized fitness is adopted,
here, to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, which is
defined as

Ft = ft − f min
t

f max
t − f min

t
(10)

where ft is the fitness before normalization, and f min
t and f max

t
are the minimal and maximal fitness values on the t-th task
obtained by all the algorithms over all the executions.

The final mean normalized fitness values obtained by
BLKT-DE and the compared EMTO algorithms are listed in
Table III. Herein, MNF denotes the mean normalized fitness.
It can be observed that BLKT-DE outperforms the compared
algorithms in all the cases, and BLKT-DE achieves the best
fitness values of all the compared algorithms.

2) Comparison on Real-World MTOPs With Many Tasks:
Multitask planar kinematic arm control problems with many
tasks include problems with 50-tasks and 100-tasks. The state-
of-the-art evolutionary many-task optimization algorithms
and AEMTO are adopted as compared algorithms. These
evolutionary many-task optimization algorithms include the
evolution of biocoenosis through symbiosis-based DE (EBS-
DE) [69], many-task DE (MaTDE) [70], and the evolutionary

TABLE III
MEAN NORMALIZED FITNESS OBTAINED BY BLKT-DE AND THE

COMPARED ALGORITHMS ON PLANAR KINEMATIC ARM

CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH FEW-TASKS

TABLE IV
MEAN NORMALIZED FITNESS OBTAINED BY BLKT-DE AND THE

COMPARED ALGORITHMS ON PLANAR KINEMATIC ARM

CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH MANY TASKS

many-task optimization algorithm based on a multisource
knowledge transfer mechanism (EMaTO-MKT) [47]. The
parameters of the compared algorithms are set as the optimal
values as recommended in their papers.

The convergence curves obtained by BLKT-DE and the
compared algorithms are shown in Fig. S4 of the supplemental
material. The results for the mean normalized fitness are shown
in Table IV. On both the 50-tasks case and the 100-tasks case,
the proposed BLKT-DE shows comparable performance to
the state-of-the-art evolutionary many-task optimization algo-
rithms. In the 50-tasks problem, the convergence speed of
BLKT-DE is faster than the compared algorithms and the
final results obtained by BLKT-DE significantly better than
the compared algorithms. In the 100-tasks problem, based on
the result of Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, BLKT-DE outperforms
AEMTO and MaTDE, while BLKT-DE achieves equivalent
performance to EBS-DE and EMaTO-MKT.

H. Comparison on CEC17S and CEC22S

The second motivation for this article, as stated in
Section II-C, is to improve efficiency by sharing knowledge
among related dimensions belonging to the same task. If
BLKT can meet this motivation, then BLKT-DE should also be
able to solve the single-task global optimization problem effec-
tively and efficiently. To show this, we first describe the dif-
ference between BLKT-DE for single-task global optimization
and that for EMTO, and then conduct a comparison between
BLKT-DE and several state-of-the-art DE-based algorithms
on the CEC17S and CEC22S benchmarks. The pseudocode
of BLKT-DE in solving the single-task global optimization
problem is given in Algorithm 2. First, the individuals of a
single population are divided into multiple blocks. Then, K-
means clustering, mutation and crossover, and reconstruction
operations are executed to obtain the offspring individu-
als. Different from BLKT-DE for the MTOP, BLKT-DE for
single-task global optimization problems only maintains a sin-
gle population. Additionally, the condition of FAS is different
from that in BLKT-DE for MTOP.
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Algorithm 2: BLKT-DE for Single-Task Global
Optimization Problem

Input: f -the single-task optimization problem;
n -population size;
Kmin, Kmax-minimum and maximum values for cluster
number K;
Bmin, Bmax-minimum and maximum values for block
length B;

Output: S-the optimal solution;
Begin

1 Initialization population P; //Note that there is only one
population.

2 Randomly sample K and B in [Kmin, Kmax] and [Bmin, Bmax];
3 While not termination
4 Generate n offspring via BLKT as Fig. 3;
5 Generate n offspring via DE/rand/1 mutation and crossover;
6 Randomly select n offspring of BLKT and DE;
7 Evaluate the fitness of the selected n offspring;
8 Select n fitter solutions from n parents and n offspring;
9 If the best solution is not updated

10 Randomly sample K and B in [Kmin, Kmax] and [Bmin,
Bmax];

11 Else
12 Randomly sample K and B in [K-1, K+1] and [B-1,

B+1];
13 End If
14 End While
15 Set S as the optimal solution of f ;

End

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY BLKT-DE AND THE

COMPARED ALGORITHMS ON CEC22S

To validate BLKT-DE’s performance, the comparison is
conducted on the CEC17S and CEC22S problems. The results
for the mean error obtained by BLKT-DE and the com-
pared algorithms on CEC17S and CEC22S are shown in
Table S.VII of supplementary material and Table V, respec-
tively. The error is defined as the difference between the
fitness value obtained by the algorithm and the true global
optimum of this problem. Any error that is less than 10−8

is rounded to zero. In the results, it is interesting to
find that BLKT-DE achieves generally better or comparable
performance to the compared algorithms. In particular, BLKT-
DE outperforms JADE, HyDE-DF, DE-DVR, and ADDE in
23, 16, 11, and 12 cases, respectively, while it is inferior

in only 3, 8, 6, and 12 cases in CEC17S. BLKT-DE out-
performs JADE, HyDE-DF, DE-DVR, and ADDE in 5, 8,
5, and 5 cases, respectively, while it is inferior in only 4,
4, 3, and 4 cases in CEC22S. Besides, we plot the con-
vergence curves obtained by BLKT-DE and the compared
algorithm on CEC17S-P5, CEC17S-P24, CEC17S-P27, and
CEC22S-P9 in Fig. S5 of the supplemental material. As seen in
the figures, BLKT-DE achieves comparable convergence rates
to these compared algorithms. Remarkably, in some cases,
BLKT-DE converges faster than the state-of-the-art DE-based
algorithms.

Based on the above experiments and analysis, we can draw
three conclusions. First, BLKT-DE outperforms or at least
equals the state-of-the-art DE-based algorithms in terms of
accuracy. With only the basic DE/rand/1 mutation operation,
BLKT-DE achieves comparable performance to the compared
algorithms, even though these compared algorithms adopt sev-
eral adaptive parameter strategies and/or complex evolution-
ary operations. Second, BLKT-DE also achieves competitive
performance to the compared algorithms in convergence speed.
Third, and most importantly, the promising performance of
BLKT-DE shows that transferring knowledge among related
dimensions of the same task can significantly increase the
algorithm’s effectiveness and efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

To address the limitation that the majority of the current
EMTO algorithms concentrate solely on knowledge trans-
fer between aligned dimensions, this article proposes an
interesting and effective framework named BLKT to assist the
knowledge transfer information between unaligned dimensions
belonging to either different tasks or the same task. By per-
forming mutation and crossover on the small blocks, BLKT
achieves the purpose of transferring knowledge between simi-
lar dimensions belonging to either different tasks or the same
task. In addition to the backbone of BLKT, FAS is fur-
ther proposed to adaptively adjust the parameters in BLKT
to achieve the best performance. We combine BLKT with
DE and propose the BLKT-DE algorithm. To validate the
performance of BLKT-DE, comparisons between BLKT-DE
and several state-of-the-art EMTO algorithms are conducted
on the widely used CEC17M, CEC22M, cMTOP, and real-
world MTOPs. The experimental results on both benchmark
MTOPs and real-world MTOPs show that the proposed BLKT-
DE generally outperforms the compared state-of-the-art algo-
rithms. Additionally, to validate whether transferring knowl-
edge between different dimensions belonging to the same task
can enhance the efficiency of BLKT, we design a BLKT-
DE variant that only transfers knowledge between dimensions
of the same task. We evaluate its performance for solving
single-task global optimization problems on the CEC17S and
CEC22S benchmarks. It is interesting and encouraging that the
BLKT-DE with a very simple DE/rand/1 mutation operation
can even achieve competitive performance compared to the
DE-based state-of-the-art algorithms.
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